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develop	 strategies	 to	 address	 natural	 hazard	 vulnerabilities	 and	 improve	 the	 resiliency	 of	
Kentucky’s	 transportation	 infrastructure.	 Recent	 federal	 legislation	 calls	 for	 state	
transportation	agencies	to	develop	a	risk-based	asset	management	plan	for	National	Highway	
System	 (NHS)	 assets	 that	 includes	 consideration	 of	 natural	 hazards.	 Similarly,	 the	 Federal	







District	 1	 pilot	 adopts	 a	 framework	 for	 conducting	 the	 assessment	 for	 particular	
locations.	Lessons	learned	from	the	District	1	pilot	project	will	direct	future	assessments	
in	the	remaining	KYTC	districts.	
This	 research	 reviewed	 FHWA	 guidance	 on	 transportation	 vulnerability	 assessments	 and	
climate	 change.	 Vulnerability	 assessment	 frameworks	 used	 by	 other	 state	 transportation	
agencies,	 including	 the	 Washington	 State	 Department	 of	 Transportation	 (WSDOT)	 and	
Tennessee	Department	of	Transportation	(TDOT),	were	also	reviewed.	From	this	guidance,	the	
project	 team	 developed	 a	 vulnerability	 assessment	 framework	 focused	 on	 acquiring	 and	
analyzing	 available	 data	 related	 to	 natural	 hazards	 and	 their	 impact	 on	 the	 transportation	
system.	 	 This	 data	 component	 is	 complemented	 by	 workshops	 held	 in	 KYTC	 Districts	 to	
integrate	 local	 expert	 knowledge	 into	 the	 assessment.	 Based	 on	 these	 two	 components	
transportation	assets	 are	 ranked	and/or	 flagged	 for	 significance	 in	 terms	of	 vulnerability	 to	
natural	hazards.		
Considerable	 effort	 for	 this	 project	 was	 spent	 identifying	 potential	 natural	 hazards	 and	
transportation	 system	 vulnerabilities.	 Meteorological	 hazards	 analyzed	 include	 flooding,	




hazard	 to	hazard.	To	narrow	this	assessment’s	 focus	 to	 the	hazards	with	 the	 largest	overall	
impacts,	a	survey	was	conducted	of	KYTC	officials	 to	 identify	perceptions	of	vulnerability	 to	
each	 of	 these	 hazards.	 	 The	 survey	 results	 indicated	 that	 KYTC	 personnel	 think	 that	


























Hazard	 Indicator	 Miles	of	NHS	 Bridges	 Culverts	 Structures	
Earthquake	 PGA	zone	>	120	 13	 7	 1	 0	
Earthquake	 PGA	zone	>	80	 13.4	 6	 4	 0	
Earthquake	 PGA	zone	>	60	 85	 20	 7	 39	
Earthquake	 50	yr	event	–	KTC	
vulnerability	studies	 -	 24	 -	 -	
Flood	 100	yr	Floodplain	 28.9	 79	 18	 3	
Flood	 D1	Workshop	 -	 12	 4	 3	
Karst	 KGS	Karst	Major	 60.9	 10	 2	 27	
Karst	 KGS	Karst	Moderate	 0	 0	 0	 0	
Landslide	 KGS	Landslide	Inventory	 (3	hwy	locations)	 4	 0	 0	
Landslide	 USGS	Landslide	High	 12.7	 7	 1	 0	



























































































Figure	 10.	 Peak	 ground	 acceleration	 with	 2%	 probability	 of	 exceedance	 in	 50	 years.	 Peak	
acceleration	expressed	as	a	percent	of	gravity	(%g).	................................................................	24	
Figure	11.	Documented	landslides	in	Kentucky.	Source:	KGS	Landslide	Information	Map.	......	26	














Figure	 22.	 Simulated	 difference	 in	 the	 mean	 annual	 number	 of	 days	 with	 a	 maximum	
temperature	greater	than	95°F	for	the	Southeast	region	for	the	2041-2070	time	period	with	
respect	to	the	reference	period	of	1920-2000.	.........................................................................	36	
Figure	 23.	 Simulated	 difference	 in	 the	 mean	 annual	 number	 of	 days	 with	 a	 minimum	






















































and	 operations.	 Examples	 of	 extreme	weather	 events	 in	 Kentucky	 include	 sustained	 higher	
temperatures;	intense,	prolonged	downpours	and	subsequent	flooding;	and	high	wind	events	
associated	with	 thunderstorms	 and	 tornadoes.	 Climate	 change	 projections	 show	 there	 is	 a	






into	 its	 planning,	 operations,	 policies	 and	 programs”. 1 	The	 directive	 instructs	 state	
transportation	agencies	to	evaluate	and	then	implement	risk-based,	cost-effective	strategies	
to	minimize	 risks	 associated	with	 climate	 change	 and	 extreme	weather	 and	 protect	 critical	




assets	 to	 natural	 hazards,	 including	 geological	 hazards	 and	 extreme	meteorological	 events.		
This	process	solicits	participation	from	KYTC	Divisions	in	order	to:		




c) Identify	 the	 assets	 that	 are	 most	 vulnerable	 to	 extreme	 weather	 and	 other	
natural	events;	and	
d) Incorporate	 the	 findings	 and	 results	 formulated	 from	 the	 vulnerability	
assessment	 into	 the	 Cabinet’s	 ongoing	 decision	making	 on	 planning,	 design,	
operations,	and	maintenance	processes.		
The	 output	 of	 the	 pilot	 process	 includes	 a	GIS-based	 data	 system	 compatible	with	 existing	



















FHWA	Order	 5520	 establishes	 the	 agency’s	 policy	 on	 climate	 change	 and	 extreme	weather	
event	preparedness	and	resilience.	The	order	mandates	that	FHWA	identify	risks	associated	
with	climate	change	and	extreme	weather	events	and	to	incorporate	consideration	of	these	
risks	 into	planning,	operations,	and	maintenance	of	 the	nation’s	 transportation	system.	The	
directive	also	encourages	state	transportation	agencies	to	develop,	prioritize,	implement,	and	









guidance	 that	 state	 transportation	 agencies	 can	 use	 to	 perform	 vulnerability	 assessments.	















their	 criticality.	 	 Criticality	 is	 the	 relative	 importance	 of	 an	 asset	 within	 the	 overall	
transportation	system.	FHWA	defines	criticality	as	“a	filter	for	screening	the	universe	of	assets	
in	 a	 particular	 geographic	 area	 so	 that	 the	 resulting	 list	 can	 be	 evaluated	 for	 exposure,	
sensitivity,	and	adaptive	capacity.”6	
																																																						



















elicit	 feedback	 on	 the	 criticality	 of	 assets.	 Advantages	 of	 this	 approach	 are	 that	 it	
encourages	 buy-in	 from	 relevant	 stakeholders	 and	 promotes	 collaboration	 and	








Once	 the	 scope	 and	 objectives	 have	 been	 resolved	 and	 the	 selection	 of	 assets	 has	 been	

























































A.	Very	likely	 1A	 2A	 3A	 4A	 5A	
B.	Likely	 1B	 2B	 3B	 4B	 5B	
C.	Medium	 1C	 2C	 3C	 4C	 5C	
D.	Unlikely	 1D	 2D	 3D	 4D	 5D	
E.	Very	unlikely	1E	 2E	 3E	 4E	 5E	
	
In	this	analysis,	impacts	are	defined	as	follows:	
• Catastrophic	 –	 Huge	 financial	 losses;	 permanent	 damage	 and/or	 long-term	 loss	 of	
service	across	a	sizeable	region;	long-term	impact	on	commercial	revenue	






• Insignificant	 –	 no	 infrastructure	 damage;	 minimal	 financial	 losses;	 short-term	
inconvenience	
Table	1	demonstrates	that	the	severity	of	the	impacts	is	weighted	slightly	more	heavily	than	





The	 Washington	 State	 Department	 of	 Transportation	 (WSDOT)	 was	 one	 of	 five	 state	
transportation	 agencies	 to	 receive	 federal	 grants	 as	 part	 of	 FHWA’s	 Climate	 Change	
Vulnerability	Assessment	Pilot	Program	to	test	a	conceptual	climate	risk	assessment	model	that	
was	developed	specifically	for	transportation	infrastructure.11	WSDOT	applied	the	model	using	














number	of	key	 lessons	 learned	from	workshop	development	and	data	gathering.	 In	the	first	
round	of	workshops,	WSDOT	project	members	identified	two	main	errors	that	were	avoided	in	
subsequent	workshops.	First,	the	presenters	focused	too	much	time	and	resources	on	climate	
science	 rather	 than	 focusing	 on	 gathering	 local	 knowledge.	 Second,	 in	 this	 first	 series	 of	
workshops	participants	spent	too	much	time	focusing	on	the	details	of	specific	assets.	That	is,	
too	much	time	was	spent	on	the	minutiae.	This	resulted	in	the	workshop	taking	too	long	to	














assessment	 for	 climate	 change	 and	 extreme	weather	 events.	 In	 2015,	 TDOT	 completed	 its	

























meetings	were	 held	 in	 each	 of	 TDOT’s	 four	 regions	 to	 inform	 the	 assessment	 and	 develop	
vulnerability	rankings	for	transportation	assets.	
2.4. KYTC’s	Assessment	Design	
FHWA	 guidance	 documentation,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 insights	 from	 other	 state	 DOT	 vulnerability	
assessments,	was	used	to	develop	this	project	design.	One	major	departure	 in	this	project’s	
design	 from	the	aforementioned	studies	was	 the	 inclusion	of	natural	hazards	beyond	those	
associated	 with	 extreme	weather	 events	 and	 climate	 change.	Many	 areas	 in	 Kentucky	 are	
susceptible	to	geologic	hazards	(e.g.,	earthquakes,	landslides,	and	sinkholes).	Including	these	
hazards	benefits	KYTC’s	efforts	to	develop	a	risk-based	asset	management	plan.	
Meteorological	data	used	 in	 this	assessment	were	obtained	 from	a	number	of	 sources.	The	
Midwest	 Regional	 Climate	 Center	 provided	 county-level	 historical	 climate	 data.	 These	 data	
captured	extreme	heat	events,	precipitation	events,	and	wind	events,	as	well	as	freeze/thaw	





This	 dataset,	 which	 includes	 all	 bridges	 on	 public	 roads	 in	 the	 U.S.,	 aggregates	 structure	
inventory	 and	 appraisal	 data	 collected	 to	 fulfill	 the	 requirements	 of	 the	 National	 Bridge	
Inspection	 Standards.14 	NBI	 data	 record	 bridge	 location	 as	 well	 as	 the	 condition	 of	 bridge	
structures,	substructures,	channels,	waterways,	and	culverts.		
Another	source	of	data	was	research	reports	completed	by	the	Kentucky	Transportation	Center	




A	 third	 component	 of	 data	 collection	 was	 soliciting	 expert	 input	 from	 local	 transportation	
officials.	As	part	of	this	research,	a	workshop	was	held	at	KYTC’s	District	1	offices	in	Paducah,	
KY.	 The	 workshop	 was	 designed	 to	 develop	 a	 systematic	 ranking	 of	 the	 criticality	 and	
vulnerability	of	the	district’s	NHS	assets.	The	choice	to	focus	on	NHS	assets	was	deliberate,	and	

















environmental	 impact	 scenarios	 for	 segments	 of	 the	 NHS.	 Participants	 then	 ranked	 each	
scenario	 on	 a	 scale	 from	 1-9,	 where	 a	 1	 means	 that	 the	 environmental	 impact	 on	 a	
transportation	segment	is	minimal	while	a	9	indicates	a	very	significant	impact.	For	example,	if	
an	environmental	 impact	were	 to	close	a	particular	 segment	and	 there	were	no	alternative	
routes,	the	roadway	segment	would	receive	a	9	on	the	criticality	scale	for	that	scenario.	Keypad	
rankings	were	conducted	in	real	time.	Participants	were	able	to	view	the	results	immediately.	


















































Kentucky	 is	 occasionally	 affected	by	 the	 extremes	of	 these	winter	 and	 summer	 seasons.	 In	
winter,	polar	air	masses	can	descend	from	the	north	resulting	in	temperatures	falling	below	
0˚F.	In	summer,	tropical	air	masses	can	rise	up	from	the	Gulf	of	Mexico	resulting	in	extreme	
heat	 and	humidity.	 Kentucky	 receives	plentiful	 precipitation	 throughout	 the	 year,	 thanks	 in	
large	part	to	the	confluence	of	weather	forces	that	draw	up	moisture	from	the	Gulf	of	Mexico.	






onto	 land	that	 is	usually	dry.	A	 flood	can	range	 from	several	 inches	of	water	spilling	onto	a	
roadway,	 causing	 minor	 inconveniences	 and	 temporary	 closures,	 to	 several	 feet	 of	 water	
inundating	an	area	—	damaging	 structures	 and	eroding	embankments.	A	 flood’s	 severity	 is	
influenced	by	factors	such	as	rainfall	intensity	and	duration,	existing	ground	saturation	levels,	


















































































The	 Enhanced	 Fujita	 (EF)	 scale	 is	 used	 to	 measure	 tornado	 intensity.	 This	 scale	 estimates	
tornado	wind	speed,	based	on	analysis	of	damage	caused	by	the	tornado.	EF0	tornadoes	are	
the	 lowest	 intensity,	with	wind	speeds	 less	than	86	mph,	while	EF5	tornadoes	are	the	most	
intense,	 with	 wind	 speeds	 greater	 than	 200	 mph.26 	Extremely	 powerful	 EF5	 tornadoes	 in	
Kentucky	are	rare,	though	not	unprecedented,	events.	Since	1950,	Kentucky	has	experienced	
one	EF5	tornado,	which	occurred	during	the	April	4,	1974	Super	Outbreak	of	tornadoes.	Three	















occurrence	 in	Kentucky	and	damage	from	tornadoes	can	be	extensive,	 their	 impacts	on	the	
transportation	system	are	usually	minimal	and	temporary.	Damage	or	destruction	of	highway	
signage	and	signalization	are	the	most	 likely	effects.	Debris	 in	the	roadway	from	structures,	
utilities,	 and	 trees	 may	 temporarily	 disrupt	 traffic.	 Tornadoes	 pose	 a	 significant	 threat	 to	
vehicles	directly	in	the	tornado’s	path,	as	vehicles	can	be	tossed	around	by	the	storm.		
In	rare	instances	of	extremely	powerful	tornadoes,	the	transportation	system	may	incur	more	
























and	 Mid-Atlantic.	 Parts	 of	 northern	 and	 eastern	 Kentucky	 were	 affected	 by	 this	 derecho,	
though	the	most	significant	damage	occurred	farther	north	and	east	in	Illinois,	Indiana,	Ohio,	













Kentucky.	 In	September	2008,	Hurricane	 Ike	made	 landfall	along	the	U.S.	Gulf	Coast.	As	the	
storm	 moved	 inland,	 it	 became	 an	 extratropical	 system	 and	 merged	 with	 an	 existing	 low	
pressure	system.	The	storm	moved	northeastward	from	Texas	up	the	Mississippi	River	Valley,	
and	then	into	the	Ohio	River	valley.	Hurricane	force	winds	(≥	74	mph)	affected	much	of	western,	
central,	 and	 northern	 Kentucky,	 causing	 significant	 damage	 and	 destruction.	 The	 Louisville	
International	 Airport	 and	 the	 Cincinnati-Northern	 Kentucky	 International	 Airport	 were	
temporarily	closed	due	to	power	outages	and	wind	damage.35	


















































































































• Ground	fires	—	These	 fires	occur	 in	accumulations	of	humus,	peat,	and	similar	dead	
vegetation.	Although	they	move	slowly,	they	can	be	difficult	to	put	out.	
• Crown	fires	—	The	most	intense	and	dangerous	wildfire,	these	consume	trees	entirely.	















encircled	 by	 the	 Pennyroyal	 is	 the	 Western	 Kentucky	 Coal	 Fields	 physiographic	 province.	
Farther	west	is	the	Jackson	Purchase	region,	which	is	a	northward	extension	of	the	Mississippi	


















sudden	stress	changes	 in	 the	earth.”48	Earthquakes	are	among	 the	most	destructive	natural	
forces	on	Earth.	Ground	movement	caused	by	an	earthquake	can	damage	or	destroy	buildings,	
roads,	 bridges,	 and	other	 humanly	made	 structures.	 In	 certain	 conditions,	 earthquakes	 can	
trigger	other	hazards	such	as	landslides	and	tsunamis.	
One	way	to	measure	earthquake	magnitude	is	the	Richter	scale,	which	measures	the	amplitude	
































I	 Instrumental	 Detectable	on	seismographs	 <1	 <3.5	 <	0.17	
II	 Feeble	 Felt	by	some	people	 <2.5	 3.5	 .17-1.0	
III	 Slight	 Felt	by	people	resting	 <5	 4.2	 1.0-1.4	
IV	 Moderate	 Felt	by	people	walking	 <10	 4.5	 1.4-3.9	


















Most	 buildings	 and	 bridges	 collapse;	
















In	 the	 U.S.,	 earthquakes	 are	 often	 intuitively	 associated	 with	 the	 west	 coast	 and	 the	 San	







Richter	 scale	 occurred.	 Eyewitness	 accounts	 reported	 that	 the	 Mississippi	 River	 flowed	





areas.	 Since	 the	 early	 1800s,	 only	 two	 significant	 earthquakes	 have	 occurred	 on	 the	 New	
Madrid	seismic	zone,	an	earthquake	of	magnitude	6.6	in	1895,	and	one	of	magnitude	5.4	in	
1968.	
Seismic	 hazard	 refers	 to	 the	 actual	 damage	 incurred	 from	 seismic	 activity	 through	 ground	
shaking,	 ground	 ruptures,	 induced	 landslides,	 and	 liquefaction.53 	Seismic	 risk	 refers	 to	 the	
likelihood	of	a	seismic	hazard	occurring	over	a	defined	time	period.	Seismic	risk	is	quantified	by	





























Landslides	 occur	 throughout	 the	 U.S.	 Because	 gravity	 is	 the	 fundamental	 force	 involved,	
landslides	 most	 frequently	 occur	 on	 steep	 slopes,	 such	 as	 along	 mountain	 ranges.	 Other	
contributing	factors	can	include:58	















































Karst	 topography	 is	 “terrain	 with	 distinctive	 hydrology	 and	 landforms	 that	 arise	 from	 a	
combination	 of	 high	 rock	 solubility	 and	 well	 developed	 secondary	 (fracture)	 porosity”. 61	
Sinkholes,	caves,	sinking	streams,	and	springs	are	commonly	found	in	karst	landscapes.	
Two	 types	 of	 sinkholes	 occur	 commonly	 in	 Kentucky	 —	 subsidence	 and	 cover	 collapse.	













































































































The	 spatial	 pattern	 of	 extreme	 temperature	 events	 is	 similar	 to	 the	 pattern	 found	 in	 the	
precipitation	 data.	Western	 parts	 of	 the	 state	 have	 experienced	 far	 more	 days	 where	 the	



























































not	 include	 observations	 from	 every	 county	 in	 the	 state	—	 only	 from	 10	weather	 stations	




































































In	 2008,	 a	meeting	was	 held	 by	 the	World	 Climate	 Research	 Program	 that	 brought	 twenty	
climate	 modeling	 groups	 together	 from	 around	 the	 world	 to	 discuss	 and	 make	
recommendations	regarding	future	climate	models.		One	of	the	main	outcomes	of	that	meeting	
was	 the	 recommendation	 of	 conducting	 coordinated	 climate	 model	 experiments.	 	 These	
																																																						
68	Ibid.	


































Lowest	 1.3	 2.3	 3.9	
25th	Percentile	 2.2	 3.8	 6.5	
Median	 2.8	 4.4	 6.8	
75th	Percentile	 3.1	 4.6	 8.0	
Highest	 3.6	 5.4	 9.6	
B1	 (low	 emissions	
scenario)	
Lowest	 1.3	 1.6	 2.8	
25th	Percentile	 2.1	 2.8	 3.6	
Median	 2.3	 3.1	 4.1	








Highest	 3.2	 3.8	 5.2	
	



















Table	6	presents	modeled	changes	 in	precipitation	 for	 the	southeastern	United	States	 from	
2021-2050,	2041-2070,	and	2070-2099.75	The	 table	 includes	a	 range	of	emissions	 scenarios,	
from	high	(A2)	and	low	(B1).	Projections	show	a	wide	range	of	change	in	precipitation,	from	












Lowest	 -9	 -14	 -23	
25th	Percentile	 -2	 -6	 -12	
Median	 2	 2	 4	
75th	Percentile	 3	 4	 6	
Highest	 8	 8	 11	
B1	 (low	 emissions	
scenario)	
Lowest	 -9	 -11	 -12	
25th	Percentile	 -1	 -1	 -1	
Median	 1	 3	 4	
75th	Percentile	 3	 4	 5	




















In	October	 2015,	 KYTC	 and	 KTC	 personnel	met	with	 representatives	 of	 Oak	 Ridge	National	









were	 central	 in	 the	 development	 of	 the	 2013	 Intergovernmental	 Panel	 on	 Climate	 Change	
(IPCC)	Fifth	Assessment	Report.	For	historical	baseline	values,	ORNL	downscaled	11	GCMs	and	
generated	 data	 that	 derived	 an	 average	 of	 those	 11	 GCM	 ensembles.	 These	 simulations	
covered	the	historical	period	from	1965	to	2005.		
	









• Institute	Pierre	Simon	Laplace	Climate	Model	5	 running	on	 low	resolution	grid	 (IPSL-
CM5A-LR)	
• Model	for	Interdisciplinary	Research	on	Climate	5	(MIROC5)	
• Max-Planck-Institute	 Earth	 System	Model	 running	 on	medium	 resolution	 grid	 (MPI-
ESM-MR)	












for	 the	 state	will	 increase	 slightly.	 For	high	 temperatures,	 the	greatest	 increased	value	was	
predicted	for	2050,	with	a	cumulative	increase	for	the	36j5	days	of	14.91◦	C	or	58.83◦	F.		This	
would	entail	a	4.90◦	F	average	monthly	increase	or	a	0.16◦	F	daily	increase.		The	climate	models	












climate	data	demonstrate,	there	 is	significant	 inter-annual	variability	 in	weather,	and	that	 is	
likely	to	continue	going	forward.	Nonetheless,	the	climate	projections	provide	a	useful	tool	for	







temperatures	 during	 the	 summer	 could	 result	 in	 prolonged	 periods	 of	 extreme	 heat	 and	
extended	 periods	 of	 drought.	 	 This	 could	 cause	 negative	 impacts	 to	 KYTC	 assets,	 such	 as	











considered	during	 the	planning	 and	design	phases	 of	 future	 KYTC	projects.	 	 This	 should	be	











In	 fall	 2015,	 the	 project	 team	 administered	 a	 survey	 to	 assess	 perceptions	 of	 risk	 and	
vulnerability	of	the	transportation	system.	The	survey	was	conducted	online,	and	was	sent	out	












Hazard	 Short-Term	 Long-Term	 Overall	 Probability	
Flood	 3.57	 3.18	 3.45	 3.52	
Flash	Flood	 3.96	 3.00	 3.32	 3.62	
Snow/Ice	 3.73	 2.59	 2.86	 3.52	
Wind	 2.09	 1.82	 1.77	 1.95	
Freeze/Thaw	 2.52	 2.91	 2.50	 3.00	
Tornado	 2.96	 2.33	 2.59	 2.57	
Fog	 2.17	 1.45	 1.50	 1.67	
Drought	 1.50	 1.95	 1.86	 1.75	
Earthquake	 3.57	 3.86	 3.59	 3.10	
Landslide	 3.43	 3.05	 3.18	 3.14	
Sinkhole	 3.26	 3.23	 3.05	 2.95	
Wildfire	 1.87	 1.57	 1.68	 1.43	
Severe	Heat	 1.87	 1.86	 1.91	 1.86	





























1	 	 $803,766	 	 	 	 	
2	 	 	 	 	 	 	
3	 $213,021	 	 	 	 	 $74,160	
4	 	 	 $165,283	 	 	 	
5	 	 	 	 	 $410,597	 	
6	 	 	 	 	 	 	
7	 	 	 	 	 	 	
8	 $397,309	 	 	 $294,201	 	 	
9	 $469,471	 	 	 $132,426	 	 	
10	 $2,841,428	 	 	 	 	 	
11	 $244,664	 	 	 	 	 	































these	 hazards,	 other	 meteorological	 and	 geological	 hazards	 identified	 in	 Chapter	 5	 of	 this	
report	were	considered	a	secondary	focus.	Data	and	qualitative	information	pertaining	to	these	


























1.2	 13.2	 7	 1	 0	
0.8	 13.3	 6	 4	 0	
0.6	 82.5	 20	 7	 39	
0.5	 41.7	 15	 6	 20	
0.4	 82.7	 22	 10	 24	
0.3	 50.6	 13	 2	 18	

















































































Ballard	 5.3	 10	 3	 0	
Calloway	 3.6	 22	 2	 0	
Fulton	 0.02	 0	 0	 0	
Graves	 11.7	 39	 2	 0	
Livingston	 3.5	 1	 1	 0	
Lyon	 2.8	 8	 0	 0	
Marshall	 9.8	 15	 8	 0	
McCracken	 4.3	 24	 3	 0	
Trigg	 6.5	 10	 1	 0	







Figure	 31	maps	 landslides	 that	 KGS	 has	 documented	 in	 District	 1.	 The	 landslide	 inventory	
database	includes	landslide	information	from	KGS,	state	and	local	agencies,	and	the	public.90	
Landslides	 are	 clustered	 at	 the	 bluffs	 along	 the	 Mississippi	 River	 in	 Hickman	 and	 Fulton	
















Table	11	 lists	District	1	NHS	assets	 located	 in	areas	with	karst	potential.	Assets	are	 listed	as	
highway	segments	with	the	corresponding	mile	points.	
Table	11.	District	1	NHS	assets	located	in	areas	of	karst	potential.	
County	 Route	 MP	Begin	 MP	End	 Karst	Potential	
LYON	 I-24	 34.3	 54.8	 Major	
LYON	 I-69	 0	 5.6	 Major	
TRIGG	 I-24	 57.4	 69.8	 Major	
TRIGG	 US-68	 1	 1.4	 Major	
TRIGG	 US-68	 5.1	 8.1	 Major	
TRIGG	 US-68	 8.5	 28.1	 Major	
	
7.2. District	1	Workshop	
In	April	 2016	 the	 project	 team	held	 a	workshop	 at	 the	District	 1	 headquarters	 in	 Paducah.	
Workshop	participants	included	16	KYTC	maintenance	officials	and	engineers	from	the	district.	





















highway	 flooding	 has	 occurred;	 B)	 highway	 flooding	 has	 nearly	 occurred;	 and	 C)	 highway	
flooding	could	during	a	high-magnitude	event.	Follow-up	discussions	let	participants	to	share	
their	experiences	with	flooding.		
Figure	 35	 maps	 areas	 that	 participants	 believe	 are	 susceptible	 to	 flooding.	 Nearly	 every	






























Bridge	ID	 County	 Highway	 Feature	Intersect	 Channel	
Rating	
Event	
004B00021N	 Ballard	 US-51	 Ohio	River	 7	 Flooded	
004B00058N	 Ballard	 US-60	 Humphrey	Creek	 6	 Nearly	
Flooded	
004B00063N	 Ballard	 US-51	 Minor	Slough	 6	 Flooded	
004B00066N	 Ballard	 US-51	 Willow	Slough	 7	 Flooded	
042B00166L	 Graves	 Purchase	Pkwy	 W	Fork	Clarks	River	 7	 Nearly	
Flooded	
042B00170L	 Graves	 Purchase	Pkwy	 Bayou	de	Chien	 6	 Flooded	
042B00174N	 Graves	 Purchase	Pkwy	 Cane	Creek	 6	 Flooded	
042B00176L	 Graves	 Purchase	Pkwy	 Obion	Creek	 7	 Flooded	
042B00177L	 Graves	 Purchase	Pkwy	 Opossum	Creek	 7	 Flooded	
042B00262N	 Graves	 KY-121	 Kess	Creek	 7	 Flooded	
042B00279L	 Graves	 KY-80	 Mayfield	Creek	 8	 Flooded	
053B00068N	 Hickman	 Purchase	Pkwy	 KY-2569;	near	Harris	Fork	Creek	 N/A	 Flooded	
073B00063N	 McCracken	 US-62	 Garrison	Creek	 7	 Flooded	




073B00093N	 McCracken	 US-60	 P&L	RR;	along	unnamed	
tributary	west	of	Island	Creek	
N/A	 Flooded	
073B00094N	 McCracken	 US-60	 P&L	RR;	along	unnamed	
tributary	west	of	Island	Creek	
N/A	 Flooded	












both	dams,	and	dam	failure	could	significant	 impact	 this	 route.	Officials	discussed	concerns	
with	potential	liquefaction	of	highway	embankments	resulting	from	earthquake	activity.	The	
highway	embankment	leading	up	to	the	US-51	bridge	near	Wickliffe	was	of	particular	concern.	
































Hazard	 Indicator	 Miles	of	NHS	 Bridges	 Culverts	 Structures	
Earthquake	 PGA	zone	>	120	 13	 7	 1	 0	
Earthquake	 PGA	zone	>	80	 13.4	 6	 4	 0	
Earthquake	 PGA	zone	>	60	 85	 20	 7	 39	
Earthquake	 50	yr	event	–	KTC	
vulnerability	studies	 -	 24	 -	 -	
Flood	 100	yr	Floodplain	 28.9	 79	 18	 3	
Flood	 D1	Workshop	 -	 12	 4	 3	
Karst	 KGS	Karst	Major	 60.9	 10	 2	 27	
Karst	 KGS	Karst	Moderate	 0	 0	 0	 0	
Landslide	 KGS	Landslide	Inventory	 (3	hwy	locations)	 4	 0	 0	
Landslide	 USGS	Landslide	High	 12.7	 7	 1	 0	
Landslide	 USGS	Landslide	Moderate	 0	 0	 0	 0	
	
Table	13	summarizes	the	primary	findings	from	the	District	vulnerability	assessment.	The	table	























































vulnerability	by	considering	proximity	 to	 the	100	year	 floodplain.	 	 In	 Livingston	County,	 the	
Smithland	Section	Office	is	 in	the	floodplain,	and	the	facilities	flooded	during	the	2011	Ohio	
River	flood.		The	maintenance	facility	grounds	in	McCracken	County	straddle	a	section	of	the	
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3.53	 40	 	 Low	 	 32.41	 21	
Marshall	 US	641	 US-641/641S/KY	348	
in	Marshall	County		









































	 Low	 	 33.78	 18	
McCracken	 US	45	 US-45	in	south	
McCracken	County		




















0.99	 50	 	 Low	 	 32.48	 20	















































Ballard	 US	51		 7.948	 004B00021	 OHIO	RIVER	-IC	(SOU)	RR	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	51		 6.693	 004B00063	 MINOR	SLOUGH	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	51		 4.56	 004B00066	 WILLOW	SLOUGH	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 5.547	 004B00005	 DRAINAGE	DITCH	 Culvert	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 15.866	 004B00013	 PAGE	BRANCH	 Culvert	 80	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Ballard	 US	60		 12.515	 004B00012	 BRANCH	FRAZIER	CREEK	 Culvert	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 12.475	 004B00011	 FRAZIER	CREEK	 Culvert	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 5.309	 004B00062	 LITTLE	SHAWNEE	CREEK	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 11.519	 004B00057	 FORK	OF	HUMPHREY	CR	 Bridge	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 2.491	 004B00061	 BIG	CANE	CREEK	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 1.955	 004B00056	 SOUTH	FORK-CANE	CREEK	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 10.222	 004B00064	 W.FK.	HUMPHREY	CREEK	 Bridge	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 11.818	 004B00058	 HUMPHREY	CREEK	 Bridge	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Ballard	 US	60		 5.743	 004B00059	 SHAWNEE	CREEK	 Bridge	 120	 	 High	 0	 1	
Calloway	 KY	80		 11.266	 018B00129	 BRIDGE	OVER	UNNAM	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 KY	80		 19.731	 018B00131	 LITTLE	JONATHAN	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
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Calloway	 KY	80		 0.996	 018B00134	 SAND	LICK	BRANCH	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Calloway	 KY	80		 2.678	 018B00138	 WEST	FORK	OF	CLARKS	RIVR	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 KY	80		 11.612	 018B00130	 FORK	OF	CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 KY	80		 8.494	 018B00139	 ROCKHOUSE	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 KY	80		 16.339	 018B00133	 JONATHAN	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 KY	80		 2.559	 018B00137	 W	FORK	CLARKS	RVR	OVERFL	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 2.173	 018B00031	 MORRIS	BRANCH	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 3.197	 018B00030	 POYNER	BRANCH	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Calloway	 US	641		 6.513	 018B00027	 COLBURN	BRANCH	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 1.121	 018B00112	 BRUSHY	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 15.82	 018B00096	 ROCKHOUSE	CRK	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 5.683	 018B00106	 CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 8.916	 018B00111	 BEE	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 15.651	 018B00095	 ROCKHOUSE	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Calloway	 US	641		 5.503	 018B00105	 TRIB-MID.FK.CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Fulton	 JC	9003		 2.659	 038B00056	 HARRIS	FORK	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Fulton	 JC	9003		 1.818	 038B00055	 IC	(NOR)	&	(SOU)	RAILROA	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Fulton	 JC	9003		 0.004	 038B00053	 KY	116	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Fulton	 JC	9003		 2.444	 038B00015	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Fulton	 JC	9003		 1.425	 038B00012	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Fulton	 JC	9003		 0.929	 038B00054	 KY	166	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 14.156	 042B00174	 CANE	CREEK	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 25.425	 042B00157	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
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Graves	 JC	9003		 9.114	 042B00170	 BAYOU	DE	CHIEN	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 25.647	 042B00158	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 17.797	 042B00177	 OPOSSUM	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 16.768	 042B00176	 OBION	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 33.531	 042B00165	 CLARKS	RIVER	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 33.706	 042B00166	 WEST	FORK	CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 12.798	 042B00173	 BRUSH	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 34.02	 042B00167	 CLARKS	RIVER	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 31.582	 042B00163	 PANTHER	CREEK	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 31.42	 042B00162	 PANTHER	CREEK	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 25.873	 042B00159	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 JC	9003		 8.353	 053B00102	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 13.653	 042B00143	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 17.357	 042B00128	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 26.576	 042B00160	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 11.428	 042B00172	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 21.305	 042B00154	 MAYFIELD	BY-PASS	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 25.085	 042B00156	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 34.35	 042B00168	 KY	564	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 20.299	 042B00153	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
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Graves	 JC	9003		 15.298	 042B00175	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 16.533	 042B00096	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 27.472	 042B00009	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 23.723	 042B00274	 OVER	JULIAN	CARROLL	PW	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 31.131	 042B00028	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 10.181	 042B00171	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 12.607	 042B00180	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 32.734	 042B00164	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 JC	9003		 28.235	 042B00161	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 KY	121		 9.255	 042B00264	 OAK	GROVE	CREEK	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 KY	121		 5.581	 042B00262	 KESS	CREEK	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 KY	121		 7.154	 042B00263	 RED	DUCK	CREEK	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 KY	80		 14.884	 042B00281	 UNNAMED	STREAM	 Culvert	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 KY	80		 20.651	 042B00280	 MINNOW	BRANCH	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 KY	80		 13.537	 042B00279	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 KY	80		 13.368	 042B00278	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 KY	80		 13.226	 042B00277	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 US	45		 20.232	 042B00008	 KEY	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 US	45		 24.356	 042B00214	 STAFFORDS	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
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Graves	 US	45		 31.034	 042B00213	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Graves	 US	45		 30.687	 042B00212	 MAYFIELD	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 US	45		 18.368	 042B00258	 OAK	GROVE	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Graves	 US	45		 19.076	 042B00155	 US	45	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Hickman	 JC	9003		 6.533	 053B00056	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Hickman	 JC	9003		 4.152	 053B00068	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Hickman	 JC	9003		 5.122	 053B00050	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Livingston	 I	24		 32.184	 070B00061	 CREVASSEE	CREEK	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Livingston	 I	24		 32.947	 070B00062	 KY	917	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Livingston	 I	24		 30.742	 070B00064	 I-24	@	MP.	030.721	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 40.841	 072B00039	 KNOB	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Lyon	 I	24		 53.44	 072B00048	 DRY	FORK	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Lyon	 I	24		 46.673	 072B00044	 EDDY	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Lyon	 I	24		 33.939	 070B00063	 CUMBERLAND	RIVER	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Lyon	 I	24		 44.687	 072B00043	 I-24	@	MP.	044.693	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 49.455	 072B00045	 I	24	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 40.715	 072B00038	 I	24	@	MP	40.720	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 37.291	 072B00034	 I-24	@	MP.	037.288	 Structure	 40	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 51.7	 072B00047	 I	24	@	MP.	51.718	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 50.634	 072B00058	 I-24	@	MP.	050.701	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 50.689	 072B00046	 I-24	@	MP.	050.701	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 42.041	 072B00040	 I-24	@	MP.	042.048	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
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Lyon	 I	24		 35.286	 072B00032	 I-24	@	MP.	035.289	 Structure	 40	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 37.976	 072B00035	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 40	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 0.008	 072B00049	 I-24	@	MP.	041.603	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 43.685	 072B00042	 I-24	@	MP.	043.711	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 39.542	 072B00037	 US	62	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 42.677	 072B00041	 PORT	AUTHORITY	RD	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Lyon	 I	24		 36.399	 072B00033	 I-24	@	MP.	036.406	 Structure	 40	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	24		 38.365	 072B00036	 KY	93	 Structure	 40	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	69		 69.812	 072B00051	 RILEY	ROAD	 Culvert	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	69		 0.187	 072B00052	 P&L	RR-ELKHORN	TAVERN	RD	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	69		 68.915	 072B00050	 WESTERN	KY	PKWAY	@	.855	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	69		 73.647	 072B00029	 WESTERN	 KENTUCKY	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Lyon	 I	69		 71.772	 072B00030	 US	62	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 19.719	 079B00082	 LITTLE	CYPRESS	CREEK	 Culvert	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 24.376	 079B00136	 BR-	LITTLE	JOHN	CK	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 29.242	 079B00118	 TENNESSEE	RIVER	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 I	24		 27.573	 079B00115	 CYPRESS	CREEK	CANAL	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 I	24		 20.359	 079B00092	 I	24	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 26.579	 079B00113	 US	62	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 24.425	 079B00109	 I-24	@.MP.	024.419	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 28.679	 079B00117	 KY.	282	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 I	24		 28.516	 079B00116	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 22.125	 079B00111	 I-24	@.MP.	022.112	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
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Marshall	 I	24		 18.309	 079B00149	 I	24	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 18.328	 079B00081	 I	24	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 I	24		 23.397	 079B00112	 -24	@.MP.	023.393	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 37.155	 079B00070	 MIDDLE	FORK	CREEK	 Culvert	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 38.673	 079B00072	 GIBSON	CREEK	 Culvert	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 51.141	 079B00067	 LITTLE	JOHN	CREEK	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 37.14	 079B00069	 KY	1949	 Culvert	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 44.582	 079B00065	 OLD	BENTON-BRIENSBURG	RD	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 43.909	 079B00064	 CLARKS	RIVER	RELIEF	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 43.303	 079B00075	 CLARKS	RIVER	RELIEF	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 43.663	 079B00076	 EAST	FORK	CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 37.873	 079B00071	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 42.762	 079B00074	 Abandoned	RR	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 49.829	 079B00066	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 36.202	 079B00068	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 45.024	 079B00012	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 40.059	 079B00073	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 42.012	 079B00103	 Purchase	Parkway	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 48.979	 079B00050	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 JC	9003		 0.346	 079B00126	 Jullian	Carroll	Parkway	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
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Marshall	 JC	9003		 51.416	 079B00114	 ACKSON	PURCHASE	PARKWAY	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 KY	348		 7.513	 079B00102	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 KY	80		 0.696	 079B00147	 OVER	COOL	CREEK	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 US	641		 2.017	 079B00121	 MYERS	CREEK	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 US	641		 5.91	 079B00026	 FORK	OF	OLD	BEE	CREEK	 Culvert	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 US	641		 7.981	 079B00099	 TOWN	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 US	641		 7.953	 079B00148	 TOWN	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 US	641		 0.243	 079B00120	 WADES	CREEK	 Bridge	 40	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Marshall	 US	641S	 3.25	 079B00144	 Jullian	M.	Carroll	PW	 Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Marshall	 US	68		 9.435	 079B00001	 JACKSON	 PURCHASE	
PARKWAY	
Structure	 40	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 11.441	 073B00117	 BEE	BR	OF	ISLAND	CRK.	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 13.355	 073B00120	 CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 I	24		 4.592	 073B00107	 PERKINS	CREEK	CHANNEL	CH	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 I	24		 10.34	 073B00115	 ISLAND	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 I	24		 0.435	 073B00100	 OHIO	RIVER	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 I	24		 11.059	 073B00116	 KY	1954	(HUSBAND	RD)	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 2.959	 073B00102	 KY	305	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 11.997	 073B00118	 OLD	L	&	N	RR	BED	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 8.616	 073B00122	 I-24	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 12.648	 073B00119	 KY.	450		(OAKS	ROAD)	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 3.41	 073B00103	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 3.723	 073B00104	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 14.101	 073B00065	 I-24	@	14.09	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
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McCracken	 I	24		 9.816	 073B00114	 P&L	RR-POOL	RD-	CR	5034G	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 2.285	 073B00101	 KY	1420	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 5.599	 073B00111	 BUCHNER	LANE	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 15.769	 073B00009	 I	24	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 16.883	 073B00064	 I-24	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 I	24		 7.364	 073B00113	 I-24	@	ELMDALE	ROAD	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	45		 8.023	 073B00112	 U.S.	45	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	45		 9.629	 073R00600	 US-45	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 4.883	 073B00162	 UNNAMED	STREAM	 Culvert	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 12.705	 073B00135	 Perkins	Creek	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 7.669	 073B00155	 BLACKS	BRANCH	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 4.391	 073B00159	 W.	Fork	Massac	Creek	 Bridge	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 4.615	 073B00161	 W.	FR.	MASSAC	CR	OV.	FLO	 Bridge	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 4.467	 073B00160	 W.	FR.	MASSAC	CR	OVER	FL	 Bridge	 80	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 8.03	 073B00156	 W.Fork	Massac	overflow	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 8.209	 073B00164	 OVER	W.	FORK		MASSAC	CR	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 10.942	 073B00106	 PERKINS	CREEK	CHANNEL	CH	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 18.625	 073B00005	 CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 8.322	 073B00165	 OVER	MASSAC	CR.	OVERFLOW	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 15.626	 073B00095	 ISLAND	CREEK	 Bridge	 60	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 18.625	 073B00128	 CLARKS	RIVER	 Bridge	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	60		 14.523	 073B00093	 P&L	RAILWAY	&	CLEVELND	S	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 6.652	 073B00154	 IC	RAILROAD	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 19.58	 073B00061	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
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McCracken	 US	60		 14.871	 073B00094	 P&L	RAILWAY	&	CALDWELL	A	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 10.688	 073B00105	 US	60	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 19.5	 073B00059	 US	62	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 11.618	 073B00124	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60		 19.487	 073B00062	 P&L	RAILWAY	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	60X	 3.065	 073B00130	 ISLAND	CREEK	 Culvert	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	62		 14.148	 073B00063	 GARRISON	CRK	 Culvert	 50	 	 Low	 0	 1	
McCracken	 US	62		 11.837	 073B00121	 I-24	 Structure	 60	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	62		 13.257	 073B00008	 US	62	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
McCracken	 US	68		 1.01	 073B00060	 I-24	 Structure	 50	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 I	24		 60.297	 111B00048	 MUDDY	FORK	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 I	24		 63.905	 111B00045	 I-24	@.MP.	063.951	 Structure	 20	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 I	24		 60.493	 111B00049	 I-24	@.MP.	060.499	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 I	24		 66.527	 111B00027	 TRW	RAILROAD	 Structure	 20	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 I	24		 67.084	 111B00043	 I	24	 Structure	 20	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 I	24		 59.222	 111B00047	 I-24	@	M.P.59.247	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 I	24		 62.091	 111B00050	 I-24	@	MP		062.110	 Structure	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 US	68		 5.672	 111B00064	 GILBERT	CREEK	 Culvert	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 17.937	 111B00057	 CANEY	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 5.713	 111B00062	 ELBOW	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 7.156	 111B00065	 Elbow	Bay	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 19.142	 111B00058	 LITTLE	RIVER	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 6.215	 111B00063	 ELBOW	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 8.588	 111B00020	 LAKE	BARKLEY	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
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Trigg	 US	68		 10.958	 111B00021	 HOPSON	CREEK	 Bridge	 30	 Major	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 3.101	 111B00061	 KY-453	 Bridge	 30	 	 Low	 0	 0	
Trigg	 US	68		 0.165	 079B00023	 TENNESSEE	RIVER	 Bridge	 30	 	 Low	 0	 1	
Trigg	 US	68		 24.414	 111B00044	 US	68	 Structure	 20	 Major	 Low	 0	 0	
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Appendix	B:	District	1	Meeting	Materials	
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Appendix	C:	KGS	Documented	Landslides,	KYTC	Highway	District	1	NHS	
Landslide	data	obtained	from	the	KGS	Landslide	Inventory	database.93		Images	obtained	from	
Google	Maps	and	Google	Street	View.					
1. McCracken	County	I-24	MP	4.4	
	
	
																																																						
93	KGS,	“Landslide	Information	Map.”	
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2. McCracken	County	US	60	MP	11.6	
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3. McCracken	County	I-24	MP	6.8	
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4. McCracken	County	I-24	MP	11.05	
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5. Lyon	County	I-24	MP	41.4	
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6. Lyon	County	I-24	MP	41.4	
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Appendix	D.	Seismic	Probability	Maps	for	District	1	
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Appendix	E:	Tornadoes	in	District	1,	1950-2014.	
	
Since	1950,	two	EF4	tornadoes	have	impacted	District	1,	the	most	recent	in	1968.	In	2013	an	EF3	
tornado	ripped	through	Paducah,	KY	and	Brookport,	IL	killing	3	people	and	injuring	dozens	more	
along	its	42-mile-long	path.		
